The electrons and excitons multiple-exciton-generation dynamics in two silicon clusters, or more specifically the inelastic scattering rates of electronic and excitonic states in the two silicon clusters, Si26 and Si46, are calculated using many-body Green's function theory. The nonradiative relaxation rates of these states are calculated by the Fermi's golden rule as well. The multiple exciton generation (MEG) features of electronic and excitonic excitations are investigated by direct comparison of inelastic scattering and nonradiative relaxation rates. The effects of cluster size, excitation energy and temperature on the MEG performance of the electronic and excitonic excitations in the two silicon clusters simulated are analyzed. For electronic excitations, it is found that the larger cluster is more suitable for the MEG application, since it can cover a broader energy range with lower MEG energy-threshold. For excitonic excitations, the nonradiative relaxation process is fast in all cases, and thus the concept of the absolute phonon bottleneck does not apply. Yet, the smaller cluster exhibits better excitonic MEG performance, indicating that the relative phonon bottleneck still holds. The remarkable differences between the MEG characteristics of the electronic states and the excitonic states are analyzed as well, and are attributed to the different exponential factors of the densities of states, which are linear and quadratic to the number of valance electrons for electrons and excitons, respectively. PACS number(s): 36.40. Cg, 
I. INTRODUCTION
The spontaneous relaxation of electronic and excitonic states with high excitation energies in semiconductor nanoclusters (SCNCs) is fundamentally important since it determines the basic electronic and optical properties of SCNCs such as photovoltaics, light-emitting diodes and lasers. 1, 2 The decay of electronic or excitonic states in SCNCs is a complicated dynamic process involving several different relaxation mechanisms, and two of the most important and interesting ones are the inelastic scattering process and the non-radiative relaxation process. In the inelastic scattering process, an electronic (excitonic) state transits to low-energy states and transfer its extra energy to another electron, which is promoted from the valence band to the conduction band during the interaction. In the non-radiative relaxation process (also known as phonon-assisted relaxation), an electronic (excitonic) state couples with lower energy levels, and converts the extra energy into the vibrational energy of the nuclei.
A process that involves both the inelastic scattering process and the non-radiative relaxation process a is the multiple exciton generation (MEG) process in SCNCs, a fundamental process with wide potential applications such as the efficiency enhancement of single-junction photovoltaic devices. 3 The mechanism of MEG is that an initial energetic state created by the incident photon could generate an extra exciton via the inelastic scattering process (also known as the impact ionization process) and increases the photocurrent of the photovoltaic devices. 4 The inelastic scattering rate basically represents the rate of the MEG process. A counterpart process is non-radiative relaxation process, where the phonon-assisted relaxation occurs swiftly, and competes with the MEG process and thus deteriorating the MEG performance. It must be pointed out that the quantum confinement effect in SCNCs discretizes continuous energy bands, and produces mismatch between the electronic energy states and phonon energies. This effect may significantly slow down the non-radiative relaxation, and generate phonon bottleneck. Experimental investigations for MEG effects in different SCNCs have been reported, 5, 6 yet there is still a controversy for the relation between the spatial confinement and the enhancement of MEG efficiency. 7, 8 The controversy mostly arises from the fact that both the inelastic scattering process and nonradiative relaxation process are size-dependent and manifest themselves in experimental data, which makes it extremely difficult to establish the relation between the sizes of SCNCs and MEG efficiencies solely based on these experimental data. Physics-based (first-principal) computations for both processes are badly needed for understanding the processes and for elucidating the experimental results. The inelastic scattering rates of electrons and excitons in materials can be properly calculated within the framework of the many-body Green's-function theory (MBGFT). The MBGFT-based GW method has been proven to be an accurate approach for the investigation of energies of electrons, or more precisely, quasiparticles (QPs) including quasielectrons and quasiholes, in a vast range of materials. [9] [10] [11] By reserving the non-local and frequency-dependent terms of the electronic self-energy operator, the GW method is capable to capture the dynamic features of electrons in a many-body system, such as electronic inelastic scattering rates. The method has been applied to the simulations of electronic inelastic scattering lifetimes in bulk materials 12 , and in isolated clusters. 13, 14 The computation for excitonic properties is more complicated, since an exciton state only can be correctly described by the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE), which explicitly includes the screened interaction between the electron and the hole. While the excitonic energies in bulk materials and in molecules can be obtained by solving the static BSE (SBSE), which is relatively easy to implement with all frequency-dependent features removed,, the excitonic inelastic scattering rates, in principle, can only be calculated by solving the dynamic BSE (DBSE) with all frequency-dependent terms reserved. This presents a daunting numerical challenge, considering that the whole interaction kernel matrix needs to be updated for each excitonic state in computational implementation. An approximation approach has been proposed for the estimation of the excitonic inelastic scattering rates based on the GW electronic inelastic scattering rates and particle-hole amplitudes obtained by the time-dependent local density approximation (TDLDA).
14 With this approximation it is possible to calculate the excitonic inelastic scattering rates in SCNCs with moderate computational expense. The phonon-assisted relaxation of electronic and excitonic states in molecules and clusters has been investigated in terms of the transitions among different adiabatic states. [15] [16] [17] In this picture, the transition rates can be evaluated based on the Fermi's golden rule, with the non-adiabatic coupling terms as the perturbation Hamiltonian. In most researches the electronic states and excitonic states are not well distinguished, and the relaxation processes of the two types of excitation states are treated without distinction, namely within the one-particle picture. This approach works for electrons and holes that are essentially one-particle states. Treating excitons in the framework of one-particle implies the independent-transition approximation, where each transition only occurs between two one-particle states, with one in the valence band (hole) and the other in the conduction band (electron). With this approximation the decay of an excitonic state can be simplified as the decay of its electron component or its hole component. The approach approximately works for the first several excitonic states, while in general it breaks down for excitons with high excitation energies As will be shown in this paper, the two-particle (exciton) space can be regarded as the direct product of two one-particle (electron and hole) spaces, and thus has much more dense density of states, which eventually leads to high nonradiative relaxation rates. In this paper, the MEG features of two silicon clusters Si26 and Si46 are investigated. The electronic and excitonic states are strictly distinguished. Inelastic scattering rates of electrons are calculated with the GW method, which are further used to estimate the inelastic scattering rates of excitons. Nonradiative relaxation rates of electrons and excitons are simulated in the framework of one-particle and two-particle approach, respectively. The size and energy effects on the rates of the inelastic scattering process and nonradiative relaxation process of electronic and excitonic states are presented and analyzed. The temperature effect on the MEG performance of the silicon clusters studied is presented as well.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Many-Body Green's Function Theory
The electronic energies of a many-body system can be obtained by solving the quasiparticle (QP) equation
where 
According to Hedin's equations,
, where Г is the vertex function and G is the one-particle Green's function
The coefficient n η is 1 + for unoccupied states and 1 − for occupied states. W is the screened Coulomb interaction which can be written as
where ( ) , V ′ r r is the Coulomb interaction, and ( )
, ;E ′ Π r r is the reducible polarizability and can be expressed as the summation of well-defined resonant modes . 
where ( )
′ ′ is the two-particle correlation function. In Eq. (9) a integer label is assigned to a set of space, spin and time variables, namely ( ) ( ) ( )
The integral kernel Ξ can be approximated as 
where the complex eigenvalue 
Actually Eq. (11) 
The results obtained by the approximation approach are found to be in good agreement with those obtained by the DBSE in the case of Si20 cluster. 14 Therefore in this paper, all excitonic decay rates are calculated by Eq. (estimate), instead of the time-consuming DBSE.
B. Electron-Vibration Interaction
The Hamiltonian of a system composed of electrons and nuclei can be expressed as
where r and Q are coordinates of electrons and nuclei respectively, ( ) T r and ( ) 
The wavefunction ( ) , ψ r Q of the whole system can be expanded with
Substituting this wavefunction into the Schrodinger equation of the system, one has
then projecting both sides to the electronic wavefunction
where V is the energy of the state ( ) , ψ q Q , and
where k M are the masses of the normal coordinates k Q .
Within the adiabatic approximation, non-adiabatic coupling term
neglected. Therefore the Hamiltonian matrix becomes diagonal, and Eq. (18) is simplified as
which implies the nuclei move on the adiabatic potential energy surface (PES) 
Within the perturbation approximation, the nonradiative transition rate between any two adiabatic states 
where the summation is over all initial vibronic states v' weighted by the Boltzmann factor v P ′ , and all final vibrational states v''. The perturbation term is 
The energy associated with the potential surface displacement between electronic
In the strong coupling case, the nonradiative transition rate Eq (25) becomes [26] [27] [28] ( ) ( )
where are measured from the minimum of the PESs of the ith and jth electronic states, respectively, which usually differ slightly from energies calculated at the equilibrium geometry. Numerical details for the estimation of 0,i E can be found in Sec III. The total relaxation rate of an electron (hole) state through electron-phonon interaction is expressed as the sum of all downward (upward) decay rates
It should be pointed out wherein that the adiabatic approximation and the perturbation approximation discussed above are just a crude model of the system. A more accurate description for the PES of the system needs to move from the adiabatic picture to the diabatic picture by a unitary transformation of adiabatic electronic wavefunctions. In this paper, however, we still estimate the non-radiative decay rates of electrons and excitons within the adiabatic picture for the following reasons. First, a practical MEG system contains dozens of atoms or even more, which correspond to vibrational modes at the order of 10 2 and excitonic states at the order of 10 3 .
Determining the PES accurately for the system with such a scale is computationally infeasible. Second, the failure of the adiabatic picture mostly arises from those large vibronic coupling terms This means the problematic states are always excluded automatically and shall not change significantly the data analysis .
III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS
The ground state LDA calculation is performed using the SIESTA code. 29 basis set of numerical atomic orbitals is used for the valance electrons of Si. The optimized structure of Si26 is illustrated in Fig. 2a , which is consistent with the result reported in Ref. 31 . 31 The optimized structure of Si46 is shown in Fig. 2b , which is obtained by merging two Si26 together, with the central hexagonal ring shared. Any major difference in the results can be mostly attributed to the size effect, since both Silicon clusters have the C2v symmetry, and their structures are quite similar. A unitary matrix is used to transform the Hessian matrix to a block diagonal matrix with each block corresponding to an irreducible representation. 35 Block off-diagonal elements are small and thus eliminated to ensure that each k Q belongs to one irreducible representation exclusively.
The force on the ith atom due to the jth electronic state is calculated as j i f by a modified version of the SIESTA code, which sums up all the energy derivatives associated with jth electronic state, namely those from kinetic energy, non-local pseudopotential energy, Hartree energy, exchange-correlation energy and basis overlap. 36 Then the shift of the ith atom due to the jth electronic state is estimated as By taking the equilibrium geometry Q % as the origin for all normal coordinates,
which can be used for the calculation of 
is calculated based on perturbation theory to the second order,
Where we only take into account the internal conversion and neglect the intersystem crossing between singlet and triplet states due to the spin-orbit coupling. Within the pseudopotential scheme,
The derivation and numerical treatment of excitonic states are similar to those of electronic states. First the force on the ith atom due to the jth excitonic state is calculated as 
Then Eq. (30) can be extended to the calculation of excitonic nonradiative transition rates.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS A. Electronic relaxation rates and MEG Features in Si clusters
The inelastic scattering rates In the low-energy regime, on the other hand, the inelastic scattering rates of electrons and holes are found to be size-dependent in two facets. Firstly and noticeably, the minimum excitation energy required for sensible inelastic scattering in Si46 is smaller than that in Si26. It means that increasing cluster size can reduce the threshold energy of inelastic scattering and thus cover wider energy regime. Secondly, in the energy regime covered by both clusters, the larger cluster usually exhibits higher inelastic scattering rates, especially for electrons. Both effects can be understood with the fact that the inelastic scattering rate of an electronic state in the low-energy regime is quite sensitive to the number of states between itself and the Fermi level, namely those states available for its decay transitions. As the cluster size shrinks, the number of energy levels around the Fermi level decreases dramatically, which leads to diminishing or even vanishing inelastic scattering rates for states close to the Fermi level. According to Fig. 4a and c, in Fig. 4b and d are also quite dispersive, with some data points well above unity and some well below. This implies that inelastic scattering is highly possible to occur for some states, while nonradiative relaxation dominates the others. However, considering that nonradiative relaxation progresses in a cascade way, an electronic state with high excitation energy may eventually decay to some states favoring inelastic scattering and goes through this pathway. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that inelastic scattering can always occur for electronic states with high excitation energy, which can be regarded to be size independent based on the patterns in Fig. 4b and d . On the other hand, the size effect does manifest itself for electronic states with low excitation energy, because the energy threshold for With the results above, we can conclude that clusters with larger sizes could be better for MEG effect of electronic states (one-particle states), since they can cover broader energy range with lower MEG energy-threshold. It should be emphasized that all electronic states discussed correspond to the charge-non-conserved one-particle excitations (N->N±1), where N is the initial number of the electrons in the system investigated. These electronic states only can be generated by introducing an extra electron (N+1) or hole (N-1) into the system. For photon energy harvesting, however, only incident photons with energy larger than 7 eV are energetic enough to generate a hole state with i F E E − larger than 3 eV and exhibit sensible MEG effect. This photon energy threshold lies far above the peak energy of the solar radiation spectrum and the part of solar energy above this is negligible. Therefore the MEG process based on one-particle excitations is not practical for efficiency enhancement of any solar cells. Actually in photovoltaic systems based on SCNCs, most incident photons just induce neutral excitonic (electron-hole) excitations (N->N). Therefore the MEG effect of excitons is of greater importance, which will be addressed in the next subsection. 
B. Excitonic relaxation rates and MEG Features in Si clusters
The inelastic scattering rates The factor of the linear term is fixed to be 2, since it is easy to prove that the quadratic relation between the excitonic decay rate and the excitonic energy is approached at high-energy limit (large x), provided that the quadratic relation between the QP decay rate and the QP energy is approached at high energy regime as in the two clusters simulated in this paper. The same curve is also plotted in Fig. 6a to facilitate the comparison of the two patterns. Again we find both patterns can be roughly divided into two energy regimes.
In the high-energy regime ( 6.0 eV s Ω > ), inelastic scattering rates e e − Γ of excitons in both clusters are very close, indicating the size-independent excitonic MEG rates in this regime. In the low-energy regime, however, inelastic scattering rates e e − Γ in Si26 deviate downward from the solid line, and the lower the excitonic energy, the more significant deviation. This means the size effect also manifests itself in the excitonic MEG rates in the low-energy regime, where the larger cluster has faster MEG rates.
Si 26 Si 46 Firstly, those states with small nonradiative relaxation rates, which can be found for electrons, no longer exist for excitons. The results imply that the absolute phonon bottleneck does not apply for excitonic states, since all of them decay at rather faster rates. Secondly, nonradiative relaxation rates of excitons in silicon clusters are energy-dependent and exhibit strong size-dependence in the whole energy regime. The full picture of the complicated MEG phenomenon in silicon clusters can be briefly summarized as: both of the two competing processes, inelastic scattering and nonradiative relaxation, are size-and energy-dependent for excitons with excitation energy less than 6.0 eV, which correspond to most photons in solar radiation.
Similar to
e e e p γ γ For elucidating the remarkable differences between the MEG features of electronic states and excitonic states, density of states (DOS) of electrons and holes in the two clusters are plotted in Fig.9a , and those of excitons in Fig.9b . It can be seen from Fig.  9a that the electronic densities are around several dozens, and increase only moderately as the cluster size increases. In fact the DOS is approximately linear to the number of electrons M, or the cluster size. The excitonic densities, however, are around several hundreds, which is about one order of magnitude higher than electronic densities. They also present stronger size-dependence than electronic densities with increasing cluster size. These observations can be attributed to fact that the space of excitonic states is the direct product of hole space and electron space, and thus its quantity shall be proportional to M 2 , instead of M. Therefore it is this substantial difference between the exponential factors for electrons (linear) and excitons (quadratic) that results in the qualitative differences between the MEG characteristics of electrons and excitons. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have calculated the electronic inelastic scattering rates Γ Γ , the smaller cluster exhibits better excitonic MEG performance, indicating that the relative phonon bottleneck still holds. At higher temperature (300 K), excitonic MEG performance is reduced, while the above conclusions will not be changed. The remarkable differences between the MEG characteristics of the electronic states and the excitonic states are analyzed by comparing the densities of states (DOS) of electrons (holes) with those of excitons. The excitonic densities are found to be one order of magnitude larger than the electronic densities, and scale up faster than the electronic densities as the cluster size increases. These are further attributed to the difference between the exponential factors, which are linear and quadratic to the number of valance electrons for electrons and excitons, respectively.
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